Comments and
illustrations on
proposed flood defences
that will severely impact
on Langstone’s historic
foreshore

Save Our Shore

Chichester Harbour

Why
this booklet
Dear Resident
Keith Shackleton wrote:
“The complex of the Mill and the Pub and the
village skyline seem to have happened as if an
artistic composition was their prime purpose.
The ever-changing tide, the colourful human
hoards of the summer, the charcoal-grey Brent
geese of winter and the extreme perfidy of an
English weather pattern does the rest”.
We need to preserve this unique, iconic,
environment for us and future generations.
It is under threat from a project to install
flood defences which could amount to the
environmental vandalism of the beauty
of Langstone.
This booklet sets out the shoreline “before”
the project intervention and what it might
look like “afterwards”.
The project team, ESCP, have held
stakeholder meetings - they appear to ignore
critical comments made at the meetings and,
produce a record of the meetings without any
reference to the unanimous, and valid dissent
to their plans.
This has occurred at three meetings so far.
They seem to think they have unstoppable
momentum to provide a flood defence
solution, that is their sole remit, with little
consideration of the residents’ views or the
unique environment or any other issues.

Worse - the proposal does not stand up on
technical grounds as the wall they propose
will not withstand the force of water in a
storm.
Whilst there is obviously a need to protect
against serious flooding, the project will
spend about £6m on defences that will fail.
The proposed board walk introduces a
modern design that is foreign to the historic
village setting - it will be seen by many as an
outrageous eyesore. The wall around the
Royal Oak, by creating a barrier between the
foot path and the shore will kill the pub and
the foreshore will no longer be the host to
happy families. The use of steel, glass and
wood is more suitable to a cheap holiday
resort.
These developents will totally change the
aspect of the most photographed / painted
buildings in the whole of Hampshire.
Langstone would no longer be a special
place to live.
We are advised that the final designs of the
ESCP are currently being prepared and may
well change, but nevertheless we believe at
the time of writing the final designs will
not differ substantially.

The heritage of Langstone is at stake!
Produced by concerned residents of Langstone
conservation area.

Langstone Conservation Area in 2015
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Future of Langstone

Chichester Harbour

Future of
Langstone
Have your say

The historic core of Langstone is acknowledged
by Pevsner as a small, self-conscious, impeccably
preserved Hamlet, with an intricate relationship
between tidal water and buildings.
HBC is currently undertaking a feasibility study
to appraise options and develop outline designs
for sea defences at Langstone to reduce coastal
flooding and erosion risk to over 100 properties
over the next 100 years as well as critical
infrastructure, including the A3023. In March 2018
the East Coast Solent Partnership, on behalf of
Havant Borough Council, secured £376,000 from
the Regional Flood and Coastal Committee Levy and
the HBC Community Infrastructure Levy, in order to
progress the study.

There would be a folding, solid gate at the end of
the High Street, in addition to the present gate,
which someone would have to close when a very
high tide was expected. A watertight connection
to a new sea wall on either side of the flood gate
would be necessary and affect the view down the
High Street.
West of the High Street it is suggested that a
four foot wall should be built against the existing
boundary walls, with a board walk which would
have a ‘health and safety’ handrail. How long would
it be before this failed and what would this mixture
of materials look like, especially as the footpath
would be diverted to go around the outside of the
historic ‘green’ in front of The Green Cottage.

Langstone has always accommodated the high
tides, with householders being responsible for
their own properties with flood boards and
sandbags. The scheme being proposed by the
ESCP would change the relationship between the
public realm and the sea, by creating a hard barrier
and removing any interplay between the built
environment and the seashore.

The concern is such that various groups of residents
have been discussing the outline proposals for what
could result in a major, unacceptable change to the
character and appearance of a historic Heritage
Asset in the Chichester Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. The scheme could also be contrary to the
requirement that developments in a Conservation
Area should enhance it.

OUTLINE DESIGNS for LCA.

The Langstone Study is now at outline design stage
and there will be two community information
events, but not further meetings!!

The early designs indicate that a wall would be built
to encase the current one in front of the Royal Oak.
This would rise to four feet above the level of the
footpath, so that views from and of the pub and the
neighbouring cottages would be adversely affected
and there would have to be a gate in the wall for
deliveries to the pub. No longer would people be
able to sit in front of the pub and enjoy the view or
interact with the sea.
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LANGSTONE SAILING CLUB
WEDNESDAY 8TH JAN, 13:00 – 19:00
THE SHIP INN, LANGSTONE
THURSDAY 9TH JAN, 11:00 – 16:00

Langstone
Conservation Area
Review 2011
by HBC

The Future
alternative
proposals to ESCP
preferred option

It is important to note that this document
states that 'Conservation Areas are defined
as: Areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character of which it is desirable
to preserve or enhance... Once designated
the local planning authority has a duty to
pay special attention to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of the area, in the exercise of its
planning functions.'

The Immediate requirement is to repair (to a
high standard) the existing structures, and
continue to maintain them. Every house deemed
to be at risk from flooding would be fitted with
flood boards (all matching ) and put up in the
absence of a home owner on the occasion of a
flood tide . Probably about 10% of the proposed
spend of £6m This does not meet all the longer
term requirement.

Furthermore, the Review says that 'the whole
of the foreshore of the village is open to public
access and views in and out across the harbour
are consequently an integral and important
element of the character of Langstone. The
nature of these harbour views fluctuates with
the state of the tide, with large tracts of intertidal land being exposed at low water, but
whatever the state of the tide, the sense of
space is the overriding impression... Also, the
erection of boundary treatments on currently
open frontages could detrimentally harm the
visual appearance on the street scene.

A longer term solution would be to build a
breakwater in the harbour between the A3023
embankment and Wade Lane This solution had
been dismissed by the ESCP as too expensive.
More recent information suggests that this could
be a competitively priced alternative. Such a
solution preserves the character of the village
and the national iconic heritage of the area. It is
“Fit for Purpose.“
It will be minimally intrusive in the landscape
and manages the dangerous and destructive
wave impact remotely. Furthermore, the
structure will preserve the community well
beyond the 100 year design criteria.
The ESCP's proposed design height of the wall
is probably at least 12 inches too short to be
effective. The waves are currently “slowed “ by
the quays before hitting the walls at the back
of the path / quay. The quays have been a very
effective sea defence scheme for centuries but
their effectiveness will decline rapidly with the
forecast rise in sea levels. The proposed wall on
the outside of the quay will get the full impact of
waves , and will not withstand this force with the
same durability.
The ESCP proposals are therefore NOT
“fit for purpose”.
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Before and After

Chichester Harbour
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BEFORE

BEFORE

View from the High Street

The existing footpath from the High
Street to the Ship Pub has evolved
naturally over the past 100 plus years.
It is proposed that the footpath is
replaced by an ‘industrial type’ fence
that will prevent any access to the
foreshore.

AFTER

AFTER

Showing the new wall and new
flood gates across the harbour
entrance. The proposed wall
will not only create an ‘alley’
but also significantly reduce the
‘openness’ of the view - such an
important aspect of the area’s
conservation status.

The proposed new ‘board-walk’
viewed from the beach.
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Before and After

Chichester Harbour

BEFORE

BEFORE

The ‘openness’ that is so naturally
appealing will be obliterated by
the proposed ‘industrial fence’.
The Green in front of Green
Cottage will no longer be visible
hidden behind a one and half
metre wall.

View of the The
Royal Oak Pub
from the Mill
footpath.

AFTER
View of Green Cottage showing
the new wall and board-walk
surrounding the Cottage.
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AFTER
Alleyways and walls
are not compatible
with Langstone
conservation status.
Foreshore access
will be significantly
restricted.
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Before and After

Chichester Harbour
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BEFORE

BEFORE

View of The Royal Oak Pub
without the new wall.

The proposed board-walk
and the new wall form a
barrier between the village and
foreshore that totally changes
the historic access enjoyed by
both visitors and residents.

AFTER

AFTER

Should the proposed wall
proceed, then the views from
The Royal Oaks Pub windows
and garden will be lost.

Part of the board walk and
the new wall surrounding
Green Cottage and
The Royal Oak Pub.
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Before and After

Chichester Harbour

If we lose this
environment now
it will never be
replicated

‘The nerve centre of the Village where
gossip and commentary, tales of the past,
plans for the future, liquid refreshment and
merriment can be found is the ‘Royal Oak’.
So times have not changed since about
1550, when the walls of the ‘Royal Oak’
first echoed the hubbub of the hamlet’.
All about to change if the new wall is built...

Before

After

These could be a thing of the past if the interplay
between the footpath and the shore is no longer possible.
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Where have all the people gone?
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The Mill , The Royal Oak , The Mill Pond

Langstone Village

Langstone Village
Association
The East Solent Coastal Partnership will soon be
presenting its updated flood defence plans for
Langstone.
Residents living east and west of the A3023 are
equally concerned by the potential impact of
flooding on property values. However, those living
east of the A3023 have the additional challenge
of defending an historic village of natural beauty
against aesthetically undesirable solutions.
This brochure amply illustrates the consequences
of ESCP proposals for Langstone Conservation Area.
By contrast, those living west of the A3023 have
much less to work on but they do know there is
insufficient funding to include Harbourside and Mill
Lane in a protection scheme. There is no detailed
plan and therefore only very rough estimates of
costs and added to this is the danger that Mill Lane
could be dropped from a design plan if funding is
not secured.
The ESCP will need to see a degree of community
involvement from Mill Lane so that it can be
included in the next design stage. The process for
that will start quite soon and Mill Lane residents
will not want to miss out. The priority is to maintain
visibility while at the same time agreeing a common
objective and working with ESCP and other Groups
to access funding to secure a final plan.
It is important everyone informs themselves of
what is at stake, what they want and don’t want
and to be vocal. For example do you want a clearer
understanding of what is meant by 5-15 years
residual life of existing defences and on what basis
was that conclusion reached? Do you want closer
investigation of the consequences for the whole
village if the spit is neglected as planned?
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The rate of erosion of the spit (the old railway
embankment) is a reflection of the energy levels
that are generated by wind and wave activity in
Langstone Harbour. The Langstone Sailing Club
has noticed that the spit, which provides protection
against the prevailing sea conditions to both LSC
and Langstone Village has eroded by almost 50%
in area. Many tonnes of chalk, rubble and earth
have been washed away. This process is ongoing
and unless action is taken, the spit will eventually
breach, and the protection will be lost. If thousands
of tons of chalk can be removed by wave activity
then an earth bound and small flood wall will stand
little chance.
It is clear the differing complexities of Mill Lane
and Langstone village makes it unlikely both
requirements can be developed in tandem but
they do need to be worked together so that the
objectives of one do not adversely affect the other
accidentally.

It is noteworthy that the official address of ‘The Old Mill’ is 22, Langstone
High Street. Being left out of any plans to protect the most important
historic building in Langstone is unimpressive. The Old Mill and the Mill
Pond are an important amenity in the area. It is a difficult place to live as
the tides restrict access and the proposed wall would reduce the time
available for access, pushing cars and lorries for the pub more into the
mud. More importantly the project team has failed to indicate how access
during a flood would be maintained both for the emergency services (fire
is a real hazard with high water and electrics ) and for occupants in The Old
Mill who would not relish climbing over a wall to escape a fire. It would be
a fire trap. Currently it is possible to wade to safety.
The Old Mill could become very difficult to live in with these access
problems. Access for deliveries to the Royal Oak as well as the lack of
outside space for customers on the quayside will lead to the pub closure.
Langstone would no longer be a special village with a national icon and
traditional pub at its heart, if the proposal to build walls and cut off the
Old Mill are implemented.
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‘Let’s hope that common sense
and the love of our beautiful
heritage will stand up against
some unwanted development
disguised in the name of progress
and that we can pass on the
beauty of our Village to our
children and children’s children,
trusting that they will be able
to enjoy the pleasure of its
environment as we have been
fortunate enough to know it.
Langstone Mill. 1976.
Richard Joicey

